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Designing a Self-Healing Service System: An Integrative Model 
Abstract 
All service organizations seek to deliver the customer experience they planned. No organization is perfect, 
though, and so the best of them plan for inevitable failures. Since the experience exists in the minds of 
customers who individually determine its quality and value, service organizations must not only plan the 
service delivery system thoroughly, but create ways for it to heal when it breaks. Any delivery system that 
relies heavily on employees for its success will need to include the means for those employees to find 
and fix the problems that arise. The process presented here is a systematic approach to assessing 
customer satisfaction before, during, and after the service experience. Designing the system requires that 
you study your customers in intimate detail, build a service delivery system that will deliver the experience 
they expect from your organization, monitor that system closely, create accurate early warning measures 
for each of the many possible failure points, engage everyone in the organization in watching those 
measures, and follow up on everything that doesn’t meet your customers’ expectations. The techniques 
that constitute this process ensure that service organizations both systematically plan for customer 
satisfaction and ensure that there are ways to heal any part of the service delivery system that is broken. 
A “self-healing system” allows employees to override the delivery system and fix customer problems 
when they occur and ensures that the system designers improve it to prevent it from failing again in the 
same way. 
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monitor	 that	 system	closely,	 create	 accurate	 early	warning	measures	 for	 each	of	 the	many	possible	








Every	organization	hopes	to	deliver	its	product	or	service	to	its	customers	flawlessly.	The	challenge	for	service	organizations	is	to	find	ways	to	successfully	co-produce	experiences	with	the	many	different	customers	they	seek	to	satisfy.	Since	no	one	can	see,	measure,	or	inspect	a	 service	experience,	 these	organizations	don’t	 really	know	 if	 they	did	well	or	
failed	until	the	customer	actually	experiences	the	service.	The	subjective	uncertainty	of	delivering	a	

















































































































































































phase i:  
planning the service Delivery system
phase ii:  
Measuring the service 
experience
phase iii:  
Finding and Fixing Failures and improving the service 
Delivery system
When Before the customer arrives, and while 
the customer is waiting for the service 
experience
During the customer’s 
experience
During and after the customer’s experience
What Experience expected Experience realized Experience remembered
Who Target market Actual customers Current and all potential future customers
how Setting service standards; forecasting 






management by walking 
around
Reviewing service standards; interviews; customer 
surveys; web, phone, or mail surveys; comment cards; 
focus groups; mystery shoppers; customer complaints 
by category and type; failure reports and utilization of 
service guarantees; training review; employee 
feedback; organizational design review; sales  and 
revenue reports; market share and capacity utilization
Exhibit 1


























































































• Develop service standards
• System design
• Waiting
• Service standard compliance
• Measure service quality
• Correct errors
• Evaluate service failures
• Adjust service recovery system
Exhibit 2

















































































































































































































• Translate service standards into behaviors that can 
be measured
• Provide objective criteria for rewarding employees 
for doing what the standards require
• Allow easy monitoring by supervisors and self-
monitoring by employees of what they should be 
doing
• Can’t cover all aspects of every service encounter
• May discourage innovative solutions to customer 





• Management knows business, policies, procedures, 
and service standards
• No technology or up-front costs required
• No inconvenience to customers
• Opportunity to recover from service failure
• Opportunity to collect direct, specific customer 
feedback
• Opportunity to identify service problems
• Opportunity for immediate coaching or reinforcing 
of service-providing employees
• Management presence may influence service 
providers
• Lacks statistical validity and reliability
• Objective observation requires specialized training
• Management may not know enough about situation 
to gather all the facts
• Takes management time away from other duties 
employee 
observation 
• Employees have first-hand knowledge of service 
delivery system obstacles
• Customers volunteer service-quality feedback to 
employees
• No inconvenience to customers
• Opportunity to find and fix service failures 
immediately
• Employee empowerment improves morale
• Opportunity to collect detailed customer feedback
• Minimal cost for data gathering and documentation
• Objective observation requires specialized training
• Employees disinclined to report problems they created
• Lacks statistical validity and reliability
• Employee trust of management will influence what 
feedback is shared
• Organizational system for collecting and analyzing 
customer feedback is required
service 
guarantees
• Allow customers to see service standards and 
monitor them
• Send employees strong message about 
organizational commitment to service quality
• Document service failures
• Enhance likelihood of customer complaining to 
allow fixing service failures
• Employees try to avoid mentioning them or honoring 
them when invoked 
• Typical guarantee out of touch with actual service 
experience, not taken seriously






• Opportunity to collect detailed customer feedback
• Ability to gather representative and valid sample of 
targeted customers
• Opportunity to recover from service failure
• Suggest that company is interested in customer 
opinions of service quality
• Require a significant investment in training and time
• May not be representative sample of customers
• Difficult and expensive to collect a large sample of 
respondents
• Recollection of specific service experience details may 
be lost
• Memory of other service experiences may bias 
responses 
• Respondents tend to give socially desirable responses
• Inconvenience makes incentives for participants 
necessary
Exhibit 3



















































































































Comment cards • Communicate company interest in customer 
opinions of service quality
• Signed cards are an opportunity to recover from 
service failure
• Low to moderate start-up cost
• Minimal cost for data gathering and 
documentation
• If printed in house, can be changed easily and 
often to evaluate needs or new service products
• Self-selected sample of customers not statistically 
representative
• Comments generally reflect extreme customer 
dissatisfaction or extreme satisfaction
• Limited information provided
• Employees can influence results
• Time lag between filling out and reading of card 
• Lack of specifics may make it difficult to use 
information to find real problem
Toll-free numbers • Permit potential and prior customers to ask 
questions, volunteer opinions on service
• Opportunity to recover from service failure
• No cost to callers
• Self-selected sample of customers not statistically 
representative
• Comments generally reflect extreme customer 
dissatisfaction or extreme satisfaction
• Time lag between experience and making phone 
call may cause important feedback to get lost in 
memory
surveys: mail & 
web, phone, 
critical incidents
• Gather info from potentially representative 
samples of targeted customers
• Opportunity to recover from service failure
• Allow follow-up discussion to probe into 
potential problems and opportunities in all parts 
of service experience 
• Send message that company cares enough about 
its service quality to spend money to ask 
customers what they think about it
• Recollection of details of a specific service 
experience can be inexact
• Other service experiences may bias or confuse 
responses because of time lag
• Inconvenience of participation makes offering 
incentives to participants necessary
• Cost to construct questionnaire and gather and 
analyze data from representative sample can be 
great
• Still risks potential for only highly satisfied or 
dissatisfied customers to respond
Focus groups • Permit potential and prior customers to ask 
questions, volunteer opinions on service
• Gather info from potentially representative 
samples of targeted customers
• Send message that company cares enough about 
its service quality to spend money to ask 
customers what they think about it
• Allow follow-up discussion of potential problems 
and opportunities identified by group
• Are very expensive
• Rely on facilitator skill to enable group participation 
and focus discussion
• Small sample can lead to misidentification of 
important or overemphasis on unimportant 
opportunities and challenges in total service 
experience
Mystery shoppers • Unannounced observation by seemingly typical 
customers allows sampling of typical experience, 
not “dressed up”
• Can be scheduled to observe and test specific 
training outcomes, times of day, or problem 
areas
• Can be used to observe competing organizations
• Provide more detailed data on all elements of 
service experience 
• Can be very accurate on objectively measured 
elements of experience
• Are more accurate than customer feedback on 
subjective aspects of experience
• Employees see shopper feedback as less 
subjective than manager’s performance review
• Are expensive
• May not be used often enough to gather 
statistically accurate data
• Shopper biases, other experiences, and preferences 
can over- or underemphasize quality assessments
Exhibit 4
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